The minimum cost flow problem is to determine a least cost shipment of a commodity through a network G = (N, A) in order to satisfy demands at certain nodes from available supplies at other nodes. In this paper, we study a variant of the minimum cost flow problem where we are given a set R a A of arcs and require that each arc in R must carry the same amount of flow.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study a variant of the minimum cost flow problem, which we call the simple equal flow problem. This problem is defined as follows. Let G = (N, A) be a directed network defined by a set N of n nodes and a set A of m directed arcs. Each arc (i, j) E A has an associated cost cij and an integer capacity ui. Each node i E N has an associated integer number 
The equal flow problem is a generalization of the minimum cost flow problem, and it arose while modeling a water resource system management in Sardinia, Italy. We will describe in Section 2 some details of this application. We also believe that the equal flow problem will have several other applications. The minimum cost flow problem finds applications in numerous application settings (see, for example, Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [1993] ), and in some settings the equal flow constraints of the type given in (Id) may be meaningful.
Ali, Kennington and Shetty [1988] have studied a similar variant of the minimum cost flow problem, where K pairs of arcs {(ik, jk)' (ak qk)} are specified and the decision problem is to optimize (la) subject to (Ib), (1c), and the following constraints: xik = pkq for each k = 1, 2, .... , K.
They refer to this problem as the equalflow problem. This problem finds applications in federal matching of funds to various projects (Beck, Lasdon and Engquist [1983] ). An integer version of the equal flow problem studied by Ali et al. ( where arc flows must be integer) is NPcomplete and finds applications in crew scheduling (Carraresi and Gallo [1984] ), estimating driver costs for transit operations (Turnquist and Malandraki [1984] ), and the two-duty period scheduling problem (Shepardson and Marsten [1980] ). Ali et al. [1988] present a heuristic algorithm to solve the equal flow problem using a Lagrangian relaxation technique. This technique relaxes the equal flow constraints yielding the minimum cost flow problem, and uses subgradient optimization technique to solve the Lagrangian dual.
The problem studied in this paper is simpler than the equal flow problem studied by Ali et al. [1988] and, therefore, we call it the simple equal flow problem. The simple equal flow problem can be solved more efficiently. Indeed, it is polynomially solvable. In this paper, we pursue two different algorithmic approaches to solve the simple equal flow problem. In the first approach, we model the problem as a generalization of the minimum cost flow problem where one column has a "non-network" structure. We then develop a special-purpose primal simplex algorithm for solving it. The resulting algorithm generalizes the well known network simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem. In the second approach, we model the simple equal flow problem as a parametric minimum cost flow problem, yielding several algorithms: (i) a parametric simplex algorithm, (ii) a combinatorial parametric algorithm, (iii) a binary search algorithm, and (iv) a capacity scaling algorithm. The latter two algorithms run in polynomial time.
The binary search algorithm solves the simple equal flow problem as a sequence of O(log(mU)) = O(log(nU)) minimum cost flow problems. The capacity scaling algorithm solves the simple equal flow problem in O(m(m + n log n) log(nU)) time, which is almost the same time as taken by the capacity scaling algorithm to solve the minimum cost flow problem. Integer versions of the simple equal flow problem can also be solved in the same time.
Two of the algorithms suggested in this paper run in polynomial-time. However, their running times are weakly-polynomial but not strongly-polynomial. Using Meggido's algorithm [1979] , the simple equal flow problem can be solved in strongly-polynomial time; the resulting running time of this algorithm will be O({m(m + n log n) log n} 2 ) and will not be competitive with the running time of our algorithm unless the capacities are super-exponential numbers. The algorithm by Tardos [1986] can also be used to obtain a strongly-polynomial algorithm. Our
research reported in this paper is motivated by the desire to develop highly efficient algorithms to solve the large-scale instances of the simple equal flow paper in practice, and both the stronglypolynomial algorithms are unlikely to be efficient in practice.
For the sake of brevity, we shall henceforth refer to the simple equal flow problem as the equal flow problem.
APPLICATION TO WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
The simple equal flow problem arose while modeling a problem in water resource management in Sardinia, which is an island of Italy. Sardinia has an area of about 24,000 square miles and has a population of 1.7 million. The anual regional revenue from urban and irrigation water use in Sardinia is about $100 million and $30 million, respectively. The climate of Sardinia is affected by its location in the Mediterranean sea and has high seasonal variability. The mean annual rainfall in the southern plain is about 500 mm/year and about 1100 mm/year in the central mountains. Due to the high seasonal variability in annual rainfall and the absence of significant ground water resources, Sardinia puts substantial effort in water resource management. For example, Sardinia has more than 30 dams with the storage capacity over 1860 cubic megameters.
In recent years, Sardinia has suffered several droughts; in those years, irrigation consumption almost dropped to zero and the urban water consumption was significantly curtailed.
The insufficient rainfall and recent droughts have amplified a need for improved water resource management and, consequently, water resource planning is now widely considered a social and economic requirement. In coming years, the government is planning to construct new dams and water transfer works (such as pipes and channels). Various regional and state agencies have allocated an annual budget of over 200 million dollars for developing water resource system planning and management systems.
To solve water resource management problems many mathematical models have been studied by researchers in the literature. See, for example, O'Laoghaire and Himmelblau [1974] , Loucks et. al [1981] , Yeh [1985] , Kuczera [1992] , and Sun et. al [1995] . In this paper, we consider the following model. In our network model of the water resource management problem, supply nodes represent surface water storage capacity nodes (such as, reservoirs and lakes),
ground water storage capacity nodes (such as, aquifers), and rainfalls. The conjunctive use of surface water and ground water is of great importance in most Mediterranean basins due to the scarcity of the water. The demand nodes in the network formulation correspond to the evaporation, and irrigation, urban, industrial, recreational and ecological uses. Our formulation also has transshipment nodes corresponding to river confluences, diversions, artificial recharge points to aquifers, and pumping facilities from aquifers, etc. The arcs in our formulation correspond to rivers, channels, pipes, ditches, and inter-basin transfers. The arc flow costs in our network capture the construction, operational, maintenance and replacement costs. We assume in our model that arc flow costs are linear. However, it is well-known that the convex costs can be easily transformed to linear costs to any desired degree of accuracy.
The water resource management problem is a multi-period (dynamic) problem and the planning period typically consists of five years or longer. This dynamic problem may be transformed into a static problem by using a standard technique oftime-expanding the underlying network (see, for example, Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [1993] ). In this technique, we first discretize the time horizon into a finite number of periods and replicate the underlying network for each period. We then connect the corresponding nodes for different time periods by additional arcs. (The time-expanded networks for solving water resource management problems have been studied by Simeone [1974] and Zuddas [1987, 1995] .) In our model, we discretize the time on a monthly basis and consider a planning period of five years. Hence the underlying network is replicated 60 times. The underlying water network in Sardinia has about 1,000 arcs and 3,000 arcs. The time-expanded version of this network has about 60,000 nodes and 180,000
arcs.
An important decision problem in the resulting network model is to determine the right quantity of potable water such that it is the same for each period in the planning horizon (or proportionately increasing in a specified fashion). This requirement gives rise to the simple equal flow problem described in (1). A first attempt was made to solve this problem using CPLEX but the linear programming problem was too big to be solved by CPLEX efficiently. In addition, we wish to use the network model in a simulation based decision support system which required solving the equal flow problem a large number of times. The excessive time required by CPLEX to solve the equal flow problem does not allow us to develop this decision support system. We then embarked on developing network flow based techniques to solve the equal flow problem.
The research described in this paper is an outcome of this pursuit. Some of the algorithms described in this paper to solve the equal flow problem are likely to be almost as efficient as the minimum cost flow problem. It is well known that minimum cost flow problems can be solved several order of magnitudes faster than linear programming problems. Hence algorithms developed in this paper will allow highly efficient solutions of the equal flow problem.
NETWORK SIMPLEX ALGORITHM
The equal flow problem is a linear programming problem and, therefore, linear programming methods can be adapted to solve it. An adaptation of the simplex algorithm for network flow problems is often referred to as a network simplex algorithm. In this section, we work out the details of the network simplex algorithm for the equal flow problem.
The network simplex algorithm for the equal flow problem generalizes the network simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem studied extensively in the literature (see, for example, Kennington and Helgason [1980] , Grigoriadis [1986] , and Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [1993] ).
PROBLEM REFORMULATION
For the network simplex algorithm, it will be helpful to reformulate the equal flow problem. We will henceforth assume that the set S = A -R of arcs contains at least one spanning tree. There is no loss of generality in this assumption because we can add artificial arcs with large costs. Since each arc (i, j) R carries equal flow, we may substitute all of these arcs by a single variable xR. Substituting xij = XR for each arc (i, ) E R in (1) gives the following statement of the equal flow problem:
subject to
{j:(i,j)A} {j:
where cR = X(ioj)ER cij, UR = min{uij: (i, j) e R}, and the vector d is the sum of the column vectors corresponding to the arcs in R. The equal flow problem can alternatively be expressed in the matrix notation in the following manner:
Minimize cx + cR xR (4a) subject to
O<xu,
where YA is the node-arc incidence matrix of the network G' = (N, S). 
The equal flow problem is a special case of the minimum cost flow problem plus an additional variable. In general, the constraint matrix of a minimum cost flow problem plus an additional variable has a rank equal to n; however, the constraint matrix for the equal flow problem has rank (n-l) (see Lemma in Section 3.2). This property leads to different algorithms for the equal flow problem which exploit the network structure very well.
STRUCTURE OF THE BASIS
A basis of the linear programming problem is a collection of r basic variables XB whose columns in the constraint matrix are linearly independent, where r is the rank of the constraint matrix. A basis structure of a bounded variable simplex algorithm (that is, a linear programming problem with upper bounds on variables) consists of a set of basic variables xB, a set of nonbasic variables XL at their lower bounds, and a set of nonbasic variables xU at their upper bounds. The following is a well known result in linear progcharacterizes the basis of a linear programming problem. An alternative way to represent the basis of a linear programming problem is by the index set B of variables, and we shall henceforth adopt this notation. In this notation, we represent the basis structure by (B, L, U). For the network flow problem, the index set represents the sets of arcs because there is a one-to-one correspondence between flow variables (xij's) and arcs ((i, j)'s).
Consequently, the sets B, L, and U, will henceforth represent the sets of arcs. We shall refer to the arcs in B as the basic arcs, and the arcs in L and U as the nonbasic arcs at their lower and upper bounds, respectively. We shall, however, make an exception for the variable XR because it does not represent a single arc but denotes the set R of arcs. In other words, except the variable xR, we shall interchangeably refer to a variable xij, (i, j) E S by the arc (i, j) and vice-versa.
The network simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem derives its efficiency from the fact that its basis is a spanning tree. We will show in Lemma 2 that the basis of the equal flow problem is a two-tree, a variant of a spanning tree. A two-tree is a set of two node-disjoint trees T' and T" that together span all nodes. (Alternatively, a two-tree is a spanning tree of G minus a tree arc.) Let r' and r" denote two designated nodes in the subtrees T' and T" respectively. We shall now regard the subtrees T' and T" rooted at the nodes r' and r"
respectively. We refer to a two-tree as a good two-tree if d(T') 0. Observe that Property I
We are now ready to discuss the structure of the basis for the equal flow problem.
Lemma 1. The constraint matrix of the equalflow problem has rank equal to (n-l).
Proof. Observe that summing n constraints in (3b) yields a zero row (here we use Property (c)).
Thus the rank of the equal flow problem is at most (n-1). Now consider any spanning tree T of S.
Our assumption implies that there always exists such a tree. Since T contains (n-1) arcs which, due to the acyclicity of T, are linearly independent, it follows that the rank of the equal flow problem is at least (n-1). Combining these results with our previous result establishes the lemma.
Using Lemma 1, we can prove the following result, whose proof will be given in Section 3.3.
Lemma 2. A basis of the equalflow problem either (i) consists of a spanning tree of S, or (ii) consist of a good two-tree of S and x, Moreover, every good two-tree is a basis.
We give an example of the two possibilities of the basis in Figure 1 . problem consists of a spanning tree, we denote it by T and if it consists of a good two-tree plus XR then we denote it by T'KT"t{xR}.
OBTAINING FLOW FOR A BASIS STRUCTURE
Each basis structure of the equal flow problem has an associated flow vector x. If B = To then we can obtain the flow x associated with the basis structure (B, L, U) using the same method as used in the network simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem. In case B = T'uT"U{xR}, then we need a different method, which we describe next.
We first compute the flow variable xR. The procedure compute-xR given in Figure 2 describes a method to compute the value of xR. The justification of the procedure follows from the facts that (i) b(T') is the supply of the nodes in the subtree T'; (ii) b(T') -u(T') is the net supply of nodes in T' when we set the flow on each arc in U equal to its upper bound; and (iii) to
take this net supply away we must set the flow of value [b(T) -u(T')]/d(T) on the equal arcs.
The procedure uses the fact that d(T') • 0, which is true because T' is part of a good two-tree.
We may point out that if we select the tree T" in place of T' we would obtain the same value of
Figure 2. Procedure to compute the flow on the equal flow arcs.
Once we know the flow on the equal flow arcs, then there is a unique flow on arcs in T'
and T" that will also satisfy the mass balance constraints. The method to compute the flow on arcs in T' (or T") is the standard method used in the network simplex algorithm (see, for example, Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [1993] ). Let x' denote the basic solution associated with the basis structure (B, L, U). If 0 < x' < u, then it is a basic feasible solution; otherwise, it is not a basic feasible solution.
We illustrate our procedure on the numerical example shown in Figure 3 It is easy to see that the flow associated with a basis T'uTtu{xR} is unique. The procedure compute-xR yields a unique value of xR satisfying the mass balance constraints across the cut defined by the subtrees T' and T". The flow on arcs in T' and T" satisfying the remaining mass balance constraints is also unique. It is also easy to see that the flow associated with a two-
tree plus the equal flow arcs is unique only if the two-tree is a good two-tree. These results allow us to prove Lemma 2. A basis of the equal flow problem either contains xR or it does not. In the latter case, the basis is a spanning tree of S. In the former case, the basis contains xR and an acyclic set of (n-2) arcs of S. An acyclic set of (n-2) arcs must be a two-tree. We just observed that the flow associated with a two-tree plus the equal flow arcs is unique only if the two-tree is a good two-tree. Using this result in conjunction with Property 2 completes the proof of the Lemma 2.
The solution associated with a basis structure of the equal flow problem may be noninteger. But there is always some integer q with q K = IR such that each arc flow will be a rational number of the formnn p/q; we call such a number a K-fractional number. To see this, observe from Property l(d) that the value of XR computed in the procedure compute-xR is always a K-fractional number. Since the flow on equal flow arcs has a denominator q K, flows on tree arcs will also have the same denominator q.
OBTAINING NODE POTENTIALS FOR A BASIS STRUCTURE
Each basis structure (B, L, U) of the equal flow problem has an associated set of node potentials t, which is obtained by setting ci = for each variable in the basis B. If B = T, then we can obtain the node potentials using the same method as used in the network simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem. However, if B = T'uT"uxR}, then this method needs to be modified as described next. Assume, as earlier, that the subtrees T' and T" have the roots r' and r".
We need to find the node potentials t so that = 0 for each arc (i, j) T'T" and ci =
To do so, we first determine a set of node potentials t so that ci = 0 for each arc (i, j) T'uT". We first set t(r') = O and compute the node potentials of nodes in T' by using c = 0 for each arc (i, j) T'. Then we set 7t(r") = 0 and compute the node potentials of nodes in T" by using c1i = 0 for each arc (i, j) E T". Next we compute cR = R -IEN d(i) c(i). If c =0, then 7c is the set of node potentials associated with the basis structure (B, L, U).
If CR 0 then we modify the node potentials in the following manner: R 7 1 ltI t IVI Ll 1U Ytlll; t tl 1lVlI ltlii.
11
-.
Observe that since T is a part of a valid two-tree, d(T") . 0, and potentials can always be modified in the manner indicated by (5). It can be easily verified that the modified node potentials 7 satisfy cij = 0 for each arc (i, I) e= T uT". We will now show that they also satisfy cR = 0.
Observe that
We illustrate the computation of node potentials on the basis shown in Figure 4 (a) (the number besides each are gives its cost). Suppose that node is the root of the tree T' and node 9
is the root of the tree T". potentials associated with the current basis structure which is shown in Figure 4 (c).
ALGORITHMIC DESCRIPTION
We are now in a position to describe the details of the network simplex algorithm for the equal flow problem. We give in Figure 5 an algorithmic description of the network simplex algorithm. In the subsequent subsections, we will give a detailed description of the various steps in the network simplex algorithm.
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algorithm network-simplex; begin determine an initial feasible basis structure (B, L, U); let x be the flow and x be the node potentials associated with this basis structure; while some nonbasic variable violates its optimality condition do begin select an entering variable violating its optimality condition; add entering variable to the basis and determine the leaving variable; perform a pivot operation, update the basis structure, flow x, and the node potentials; end; end; Figure 5 . Network simplex algorithm for the equal flow problem.
OBTAINING INITIAL BASIS STRUCTURE
In the initial basis structure, we may have a fill artificial basis. To do so, we introduce an additional node s, an arc (s, j) for each node j E N with b(j) < 0, and arc s) for each node j N with b(j) > 0. We set the cost and capacity of these additional arcs equal to M, where M is a sufficiently large number. The initial basis B is a spanning tree containing all arcs leaving or entering node s. All other arcs are nonbasic arcs at their lower bounds. The variable XR is also a nonbasic variable. To simplify the notation, we assume that the specified network G already contains such artificial arcs.
OPrIMALITY TESTING AND SELECTING ENTERING VARIABLES
Let (B, L, U) be a feasible basis structure of the equal flow problem. Suppose that B = T'uT"({xR}. In this case, we check whether the basis structure satisfies the following optimality conditions:
c j < for each are (i, j) E U.
In case, B = T, then XR is a nonbasic variable and we must test its optimality conditions given in (7) in addition to the ones given in (6).
cR 2 0 if x R is at its lower bound,
cR Ž-lX s(a
If the given basis structure satisfies the optimality condition, it is optimal and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm selects a nonbasic arc in LuU violating the condition in (6) or XR violating the condition in (7). The selected variable is added to the basis and a pivot operation is performed. Different rules for selecting entering arcs, called pivot rules, yield algorithms with different empirical behavior. We can use any of the pivot rules used for the network simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem.
SELECTING THE LA VING VARIABLE
Let (B, L, U) be a basis structure of the equal flow problem with the associated flow x.
Suppose that we have selected an entering variable. We will now describe a method to determine the leaving variable. There are four cases which need to be considered separately.
Case 1. B = T, and the entering variable is not XR (see Figure 6 (a) for an example of this case where (6, 7) is the entering arc).
Case 2. B = T, and XR is the entering variable (see Figure 6 (b) for an example of this case where R= {(3, 5), (4, 6), (6, 3), (7, 8))).
Case 3. B = T'uTtuxR), and the arc corresponding to the entering variable has both the endpoints in the same tree T or T" (see Figure 6 (c) for an example of this case where arc (3, 4) is the entering arc).
Case 4. B = T'uTuR, and the arc corresponding to the entering variable has its endpoints in different trees (see Figure 6 (d) for an example of this case where arc (4, 7) is the entering arc).
In Cases I and 3, the methods to perform the flow changes and to determine the leaving variable are the same as in the network simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem; we therefore omit discussion of these two cases. We next consider the determination of leaving arcs in the Cases 2 and 4.
We first consider Case 2, where xR is the entering variable. If xR enters at its lower (upper) bound, then we increase (or decrease) flow on arcs in R by one unit, and using standard 
techniques in network flow theory determine the change sij in the flow on any arc (i, j) E T. We next determine the maximum flow A that can be increased (or, decreased) on arcs in R using the following inequalities: 0 < xij + A Sij < Uij for each arc (i, j) E T and A < uR.
At this value of A, flow on some arc in T or on R equals its lower or upper bound, which becomes a nonbasic variable. Replacing the leaving variable by the entering variable gives us a new basis structure.
We next consider Case 4 where the entering variable corresponding to the arc (k, ) has its two endpoints in two different subtrees. We assume that arc (k, I) L, node k lies in T', and node I lies in T". Other cases can be handled similarly. Suppose we augment one unit of flow on arc (k, I) which takes it from node k in T' to node I in T". To satisfy the mass balance constraints, this flow must come to nodes in T' using the arcs in R Accordingly, It is easy to see that the value of xR will increase by /d(T") units. Next we must determine the flow change on arcs in T'
and T' so that the mass balance constraints are satisfied at all the nodes; we can determine this in the standard way that a spanning tree flow is determined for the minimum cost flow problem. Let sij denote the change in the flow on an arc (i, j) E TtT" if the flow on arc (k, I) is increased by one unit. The maximum change A, that can be sent on arc (k, ), can then be determined using (8).
To summarize, we observe that the teps of the primal simplex algorithm for the equal flow problem have a close resemblance with the steps of the primal simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem. The worse case computational requirements for the primal simplex algorithm for the equal flow problem is 0(n) for updating flows and node potentials, and 0(1) to determine the reduced cost of an arc. These time bounds are comparable to those for the minimum cost flow problem. Since the primal simplex algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem is known to be extremely efficient in practice, we believe that the primal simplex algorithm for the equal flow problem will be nearly as efficient.
PARAMETRIC ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe parametric algorithms for the equal flow problem. These algorithms treat XR as a parameter instead of a variable. Recall from Section 3 that the equal flow problem is a minimum cost flow problem plus the additional variable xR. If we treat XR as a parameter, then the equal flow problem becomes a minimum cost flow problem. Setting xR equal to X gives the following minimum cost flow problem, which we refer to as P(X):
Minimize z(,) = cx + cRX (9a) subject to
0 < x< u.
We assume without any loss of generality that P(X) possesses a feasible flow for every value of x in the range 0 < x < uR. Let x*(x) denote the optimal solution P(X), and let z*(X) denote the optimal objective function value. It is well known from linear programming that z*(X) as a function of X is a piecewise linear convex function. The following property is an immediate consequence of this result.
Property 3. Let z*(A*) = min{z*(): 0 sA < UR) denote the minimum point on the curve z*(%).

Let x = 2*. Then the pair (x, x*(*)) is an optimal solution of the equal flow problem.
Property 3 implies the following general scheme to solve the equal flow problem. Identify the minimum point * of the curve z*(X). Set xR = *. Next solve the minimum cost flow problem (9) with k = K* and determine the optimal flow x*(K*). The pair (x*R, x*(*)) is an optimal solution of the equal flow problem. In the following discussion, we describe four specific implementations of this general scheme. They use different methods to identify the minimum point K* of the curve z*(X). Whereas the parametric simplex algorithm described in Section 4.1 uses an adaptation of the parametric linear programming method to enumerate the cost curve z*(K), the combinatorial parametric algorithm described in Section 4.3 solves a sequence of shortest path problems to enumerate the curve z*(X). The binary search algorithm described in Section 4.4 uses binary search to locate the minimum point of the curve z *(K), and the capacity
scaling algorithm described in Section 4.5 uses the scaling of arc capacities to locate the minimum point. We next describe these algorithms in greater detail.
PARAMETRIC SIMPLEX ALGORITHM
The parametric simplex algorithm, whose detailed description can be found in Srinivasan and Thompson [1972] , Ahuja, Batra and Gupta [1983] , and Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [1993] , 
Observe that if b and u are integer, then XB and YB' as descrinbed above, are also integer.
Also observe that IYijl < K for each arc (i, j) E B. It follows from these observations that x is a K-fractional number.
We now review how to perform the dual pivot. Dropping the arc (p, q) from B forms two subtrees and arcs in A with their endpoints in two different subtrees constitute a cut. We define the orientation of the cut along arc (p, q) if arc (p, q) is at its upper bound, and opposite to arc (p, q) otherwise. Let Q and Q , respectively, denote the sets of forward and backward arcs in the cut. For each arc (i, j) in the cut, we define a number ajj in the following manner: (i) aij = c if (i, j) E QnL; (ii) aqj = -c if (i j) c Q nU; and (iii) aj = ~o otherwise. Let ki = maxaij : (i j) Q nQ }. We select arc (k, ) as the entering pivot and perform a dual pivot operation. We update the potentials 7z. Let (B', L', U') denote the updated basis structure. We call an iteration of the parametric simplex algorithm a nondegenerate iteration if < , and a degenerate iteration if X = B. We next obtain the characteristic interval of (B', L', U'). We repeat this process until we obtain an optimal solution of the equal flow problem.
We have observed earlier that each breakpoint of P(X) is a K-fractional number. It is easy to observe that two distinct K-fractional number will differ by at least 1/K 2 . This observation yields a bound of K 2 ux, on the number of interval points, or the number of non-degenerate iterations performed by the parametric simplex algorithm. However, due to the degenerate pivots, the total number of pivots performed by the algorithm may be substantially more than K2u;. One can, however, use linear programming cycle prevention techniques to ensure finite convergence of the parametric simplex algorithm.
DETERMINING SLOPE OF P(X)
Using the fact that the breakpoints of z*(X) are K-fractional numbers, one can develop faster algorithms for the equal flow problem. Some of these algorithms require determining the slope of the curve z*(X) at specified values of n (that is, the rate of change in z*(X) as X changes).
We will assume for the simplicity of exposition that x is a K-fractional number. We denote the slope of z*(.) at point x by z+(k) for increasing values of X, and denote the slope of z*(2) at point X by zt(X) for decreasing values of K. We describe now how we can determine z+(X) (or, z-(X)) by solving K shortest path problems on networks with non-negative arc costs. Recall that we denote by x*() an optimal solution of P(X) and by z*(X) its objective fnction value. Let y denotes the rate of change in optimal arc flows as K increases by a sufficiently small value e. (If X is a K-fractional number, then any value of e < 1/K2 is sufficient.) Observe that y is a solution of the following linear programming problem:
Minimize cy (12a) subject to
0 < x*(X) + y < u.
Now notice that since e < 1/K2, any strict inequality in (12c), will always be satisfied for finite values of y. In view of this observation, solving (12) is equivalent to the following minimum cost flow problem. With respect to the flow x*(k), define the network G*(X) as follows: (i) if xij(X) = , then G*(K) contains the ar ( j); (ii) if x4(K) = uij, then G*(X) contains the arc (j, i), and (iii) if 0 < x(X) < uij, then G*(X) contains both the arcs (i, j) and (j, i). Each arc in the network G*(X) has infinite capacity. We set the supply/demand of each node i equal to -d(i).
The optimal flow y in the network G*(X) gives the optimal rate of change in arc flows as K increases and cy gives the slope z+(X) of the curve z*(X). In case we need to determine the slope of G*(X) as X decreases, that is, z(X), then we solve (12) with Sry = d.
The minimum cost flow problem in G*(K) has integer supplies/demands, and the sum of the node supplies is at most K (from Property (d)). If we use the successive shortest path algorithm (see Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [1993] ) to solve this minimum cost flow problem, then it will solve it in at most K applications of Dijkstra's algorithm, because each augmentation will carry integer flow from a supply node to a demand node. Using Fredman and Tarjan's [1984] implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm, the successive shortest path algorithm will take O(K(m + n log n)) time. Consequently, we can determine the slope z(K) (or, z-(X)) by solving at most K shortest path problems in OK(m + n log n)) time. We may point out that in the optimal flow y of (12), yij is integer and its value is at most K.
A byproduct of the above discussion is that we can determine by solving O(K) shortest path problems whether a given value of X, say 0, the value that minimizes z*(X). To do so, we determine z+(2O) and z(o). If both of these quantities are nonnegative, then 0 is an optimal value of the parameter.
COMBINATORIAL PARAMETRIC ALGORITHM
The parametric simplex algorithm solves the minimum cost flow problem z*(X) for increasing values of 2, but there is the possibility of stalling, an exponential number of consecutive degenerate pivots. We now use the results of Section 4.2 to describe an alternate algorithm that solves the equal flow problem in a pseudo-polynomial time.
Consider the optimal solution x*( ) of P( X ) for some value of X . Let y( X ) denote the rate of change of flow vector as X increases and z+( ) denote the cost of flow of this change.
Then x*( X ) + ( -X )y( X ) will be an optimal solution of P(X) with the objective fnction value z*( X ) + ( -X ) z+( X ) for all values of X for which the following inequalities remain satisfied:
(13) Let [, 2] denote the interval for X for which all the inequalities in (13) are satisfied.
Observe that > because the manner in which y(K ) has been computed allows to be strictly increased. We next reset X to K, and again determine the rate of flow change y( _). We repeat this process until we obtain an optimal solution of the equal flow problem. 
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BINARY SEARCH ALGORITHM
We can use the binary search technique to obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for the equal flow problem. Figure 7 gives a description of a binary search algorithm that determines the value of X for which the minimum cost flow problem attains the minimum value. The algorithm uses a minimum cost flow algorithm as a subroutine. The algorithm computes the optimal value of X, say 2*, for which z*(K) is minimum by performing binary search over the initial interval [0, ux] , which is halved in every iteration by solving a single minimum cost flow problem. When the length of the interval is smaller than /K 2 , then it contains a unique K-fractional value of X and this is the desired value. We can then solve a minimum cost flow problem to determine the optimal solution of the equal flow problem. This algorithm would solve O(K2 u) = O(log(nU)) minimum cost flow problems. We summarize the discussion in this section as the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The binary search algorithm solves the equal flow problem in O(log(KU))
O(log(nU)) applications of any minimum costflow algorithm.
CAPACITY SCALING ALGORITHM
We have shown in the last section that the equal flow problem can be solved in O(log(nU)) applications of the minimum cost flow algorithm. This gives the best time complexity to solve the equal flow problem for most classes of network densities. We will next show that using a scaling technique, the equal flow problem can be solved in O(m log(nU)) applications of any shortest path algorithm for nonnegative arc lengths. Since this technique uses scaling of arc capacities, we call it the capacity scaling algorithm: For some classes of network densities, the capacity scaling algorithm obtains the best time complexity to solve the equal flow problem.
For convenience in exposition we shall henceforth assume that in the formulation (9) The equal flow problem is to determine the value of X for which the associated minimum cost flow problem stated in (9) attains the minimum objective fnction value. The capacity scaling algorithm determines this value of the parameter by solving a sequence of approximate problems for different values of the parameter A, called A-scaledproblems. The A-scaled problem solves the minimum cost flow problem stated in (9) subject to the following two additional constraints: (i) each arc capacity uij is replaced by uij(A) which is the greatest multiple of A less than or equal to uij (that is, uij(A) = A Luj/Ai; and (ii) the flow on each arc (including equal flow arcs) is also an integral multiple of A. Let zA(X) denote the optimal objective function value of the minimum cost flow problem for a specific value of X which we require to be an integral multiple of A. In other words,
xij = kA for some nonnegative integer k, for each (i j) E A.
The A-scaled problem is to determine the value of K, say LA, for which zA(X) attains its lowest value. The capacity scaling algorithm solves a sequence of A-scaled problems. In the first scaling phase, A = 2[1° U 1; at this value of A each arc capacity is zero and, therefore, zero flow is an optimal flow with La= 0. In the next scaling phase, the value of A is decreased by a factor of 2, and the previous flow is reoptimized to obtain an optimal solution of the modified problem.
This process is repeated until A is less than 1/2K 2 .
Observe that when A is less than or equal to one, then the capacity scaling algorithm works with original arc capacities; and the approximation is only in the choice of the parameter To show that how we can reoptimize the solution of a scaling phase to obtain the solution of the next scaling phase, we need the following result.
Proof. This property implies that there exists an optimal solution of the A-scaled problem which is either L 2 A-A or L 2 A or L 2 A + A. This property is easy to observe using the convexity of the functions zA and Z2A; and (ii) that the two functions have common points for all = k(2A) for all nonnegative integer k.
This property implies that when the value of A is halved, we need to consider only three values of the parameter to identify the lowest point of the curve z(X). The curves z(X) and
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z 2 (X) coincide at the point X = L2 ; thus we need not evaluate the fnction value of zA(X) at this point since we already know it. We will now explain how to evaluate zA(X) for x = L 2 A + A. To do this, we use the ideas contained in the capacity scaling algorithm for the minimum cost flow problem whose description can be found in Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [1983] . Let x°denote the optimal flow corresponding to zA(X) for x = L 2 A. When we increase K by A units, and try to resolve (14), then the solution x 0 continues to satisfy the optimality conditions, but might violate the mass balance constraints because the new right-hand side vector changes from -L 2 Ad to -L 2 Ad -Ad. With respect to the modified right-hand side vector, the flow x will have excesses or deficits at nodes. Property I implies that the node excesses/deficits will be multiples of A and the total excess (or, total deficit) is bounded by mA. The mass balance constraints can be satisfied again by sending flow from excess nodes to deficit nodes along shortest paths. Each such augmentation carries flow which is a multiple of A, and after at most m augmentations, we restore mass balance constraints and the resulting flow is an optimal solution of (9) with = L 2 +
A. The method for evaluating zA(X) for X = L 2 A _ A is similar; the difference is that the new righthand side vector changes from L 2 Ad to L 2 Ad + Ad. Finally, we take the minimum of z(k) for the three values = L 2 A -A, L 2 , and L 2 + A, and LA is set to the value for which the minimum is attained.
We can now determine the worst-case complexity of the capacity scaling algorithm for the equal flow problem. The previous discussion shows that we can perform a scaling phase by solving at most m shortest path augmentations. Each such augmentation can be done in O(m + n log n) time using Fredman and Tarjan's [1984] implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm. In the first scaling phase, A = 2,09 ul, and after O(log KU) = O(log(nU)) scaling phases A becomes less than 1/2K 2 and the algorithm terminates. The overall running time of the algorithm is O(m(m + n log n) log(nU)). We state this result as a theorem.
Theorem 2. The capacity scaling obtains an optimal solution of the equal flow problem in
O(m(m + n log n) log(nU)) time.
INTEGER FLOW PROBLEMS
So far in this paper we have allowed the optimal solution of the equal flow problem to be non-integral. In some situations, however, we may like to obtain an integer optimal solution of the equal flow problem. We will refer to this problem as the integer equalflow problem. In this section, we will describe methods to solve the integer equal flow problem.
In the integer equal flow problem, we want to determine an integer value of X for which P(X) defined by (9) attains the lowest value. Suppose that V* denotes the optimal value of the parameter X for which the (real-valued) equal flow problem attains the lowest value. It follows from the convexity of the curve P(X) that if X* is non-integral, then either LX*J or FX*l is an optimal value of the parameter for the equal flow problem, depending upon whether z*X*J) < z*(X*) or vice-versa. Consequently, if we know the optimal solution of the equal flow problem, then we can determine the optimal solution of the integer equal flow problem by solving two minimum cost flow problems.
An alternate way to solve the equal flow problem would be to slightly modify the algorithms for the equal flow problem described in Sections 3 and 4, so that we directly get a solution of the integer equal flow problem without any need to solve two minimum cost flow problems. The parametric simplex algorithm and the combinatorial simplex algorithm enumerate the entire cost curve z(X) for increasing values of X until the slope of the curve z(X) goes from non-positive to non-negative. Suppose that it happens at X = X*. To solve the integer equal flow problem, we go a little further up to Lxh*. Comparing z*&X*_) with z*(X*) will give us the optimal solution of the integer equal flow problem.
Next consider the modifications in the binary search algorithm. While applying the binary search algorithm, we restrict attention to integer interval points only (which we can accomplish by setting xp : = u + 21Lt2) and terminating the algorithm when the length of the search interval becomes less than one. To adapt the capacity scaling algorithm for the equal flow problem, we apply it until A < 1/2, at which point the interval [LA -A, LA + A] contains a unique integer which must the optimal value of the parameter X. Finally, let us consider the modifications needed for the primal simplex algorithm for the equal flow problem. We first solve the real-valued equal flow problem by the primal simplex algorithm. Let Xi denotes the optimal flow on the equal flow arcs.
We can then perform the sensitivity analysis on X to decrease it first to LX*J and then increase it to rFXl and choose the solution with the smaller objective function value.
PROPORTIONATE FLOW PROBLEMS
We have so far assumed that the flow on every arc in the set S must be the same. In some situations, however, we may allow the flow on arcs not to be exactly equal but proportionate to one-another. For example, we may specify that xij = aijX for each arc (i j) E S, where aij is a prespecified constant for every arc and X is a decision variable. We refer to this problem as the proportionate flow problem. All of our algorithms for the equal flow problem can be 'easily modified to solve the proportionate flow problem if aij's are constants. Let = j)ER aij. We state without proof that there exists an optimal solution of the proportionate flow problem which is l-fractional. Using this result, it can be shown that the binary search algorithm can solve the proportionate flow problem by solving O(log(OfU)) minimum cost flow problems, and the capacity scaling algorithm can solve the proportionate flow problem by solving O(m log(JU)) shortest path problems.
